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Summary

A view is given of the main classes of fluid behavior from hydrostatics to
hydrodynamics. The principles by which such behavior may be analyzed are cited, and
various methods of theoretical and experimental analysis of fluid problems are outlined.
A number of cases dealing with the understanding of fluid behavior phenomena and
practical problem solving methods conclude the chapter.
1. Introduction

In the universe there is no question of absolute rest. Everything everywhere is in
constant motion with respect to everything else, on the grand scale and also on the
minute scale. Only on a planetary surface such as the earth's, where human beings
reside, can the concept of an absolute state of rest be visualized. This immediately
excludes the surfaces and interiors of water bodies, such as oceans, lakes and rivers, or
the weather systems of the atmosphere.
A fluid at rest is anyway only a clearly defined concept, if it is a liquid substance
confined in a closed container at rest, situated on the fixed part of the earth's surface,
e.g. a reservoir or closed water vessel. Otherwise, fluid is in motion, or is capable of
being set in motion by the slightest disturbance. Take as example a subtle movement
applied to an open container holding a liquid, such as a cup filled with water.
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The concept of a fluid comprises both liquids and gases (for instance, the atmosphere or
air and water vapor envelope surrounding the globe). For the purpose of considering
hydraulic equipment and structures, however, the fluid being considered will be
constrained to liquids, mainly water, with some gases and solids also present therein to a
less or more degree. Water is, after all, the essence of life, and it is necessary to
understand its physical nature and behavior.
-

-
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